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A distinctive, unconventional, and thought-provoking look at modern wellness.In The Stoic Body, Philip
Ghezelbash explores an array of societal issues through a combined mix of contemporary scientific research
and ancient lessons to provide you with the useful knowledge you have to dominate your wellbeing, fitness
and mind. This reserve will inspire, challenge and help you become a stronger version of yourself.  yet
obesity, disease and depressive lifestyles are our very best opponents. In an age which dismisses a lot of
ancient literature as old and outdated, more folks are arriving at realise that time must be taken to reflect on
the wisdom of those who came before us in order to resolve the problems before us.”“We all know to
consume more vegetables and move more. But to truly live a healthy life and build a resilient body we must
first try to develop our character.Minus flying cars and travelling at the acceleration of light, cutting-edge
technology today was science fiction a few decades ago. We have now understand virtually all there is to
learn about our body down to a molecular level –
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Innovative application of Stoic philosophy Extremely interesting book and nice perspective about tying
Stoicism into everyday living, specifically with health/diet. Although there's a strong mixture of Stoic
philosophy designed for self-advancement in the publication, it's chiefly used as the supporting vehicle to
have the message of diet plan and nutrition goals across, as well as best methods for executing. Issues such
as fasting, regularly exercising, journaling and simply enjoying challenging intervals of life are outlined in
the reserve. Novel and Powerful Ideas I found this book a few weeks ago, and having a pastime in both
health insurance and stoic philosophy, We decided to pick and choose it up. There are many rational links
that are created with the body and your brain and I can definitely see the use of following this book strategy.
I will give this reserve to my sons if they searching for a moral code to live by! THE IDEA and Practice of
Stoicism, Put on Our Health The author highlights in the introduction that Stoicism isn't for discussing
philosophy, it's for living in a philosophical way.This book is a fine introduction to Stoic thought and
application through cultivating one's health through nutrition and active living, including exercise.Instead of
skew the book towards promoting a specific diet or exercise regimen, he gives a lot of information which
hands you with the data you need to make the right options for yourself.!is definitely a practical addition to
your 'mind palace'. With this reserve, I know that I will be making better choices in the future.I enjoyed this
publication. I think that you will too.Surviving in our current globe means many of us are managed by vice
which book is a tool to liberate from the chains of any vice and personal differentiate ourselves so we can
contribute to humanity. I purchased the reserve for the author's grounded great humor and his apparent
knowledge-bottom. Mr. Ghezelbash isn’t not used to philosophy or the analysis of good health, he’s been
absorbed with the subjects lengthy enough to give well-rounded tutorials/discussions on multiple aspects of
Stoicism and health.If you are a newbie to philosophy you'll find The Stoic Body: An Ancient Twist... I
need to lose some fat and struggle with being disciplined about what I eat.Good sense, good humor and in-
depth knowledge distributed me.Read it, you’ll find out more about the suit between your great physical and
mental health than you have before and discover yourself applying your new know-how to the areas you will
ever have. and a Calisthenics Bar Athlete so this book is ideal for me I am a practicing Stoic and a
Calisthenics Bar Athlete which means this book is ideal for me. With this he will go further into suggestions
and ways to improve it, beginning with nutrition and engaging in Stoicism philosophy and ways of thinking.
I was expecting mainly fluff and the same kind of regurgitated common sense ideas that fill most other
health books nowadays. To my pleasant, Philip has put a massive amount of function and believed into this
book, and it's filled with novel and powerful ideas.. You won't be disappointed. ... Excellent work. So useful
on learning how to eat healthfully. Interesting read This is a refreshing, interesting, and informative book. It
was interesting to me to learn about the protocols for success of Ancient Greek philosophers and practicing
them in my own life. There have become many practical aspects in this book anyone can apply to shed
weight, adopt a wholesome lifestyle and live a good life of virtue, cause and self discipline.Recommend
Philip Ghezelbash's You Tube channel as well. I was fortunate enough to get a copy of The Stoic Body ...
great applicable ancient wisdom for a modern mental epidemic great applicable ancient wisdom for a
modern mental epidemic Superb book with useful advice Good practical advice on stoicism and how exactly
to use the concepts of it to improve health and wellness. As someone interested in fitness and wellness I
must say I was interesting to understand about nutrition and health whilst at the same time explore some of
the ethical issues of consuming, the implications of unhealthy lifestyles for our society, as well as being
influenced to empower myself through behaviors, practical advise and even more. I feel such as this is a
publication that we desperately need in the mess of modern obesity, dogma and hedonism. Great book to
have accurate power over your destiny! This is this Informative well crafted book. Great Great. I am not
really someone heavily into health but this publication will educate you on the importance of becoming
vigilant about our very own health, and why healthy stress is key for a good life. Obtain it! The message is
clear, unique and objective.For me personally, this book arrived at a great time. I really enjoyed scanning



this book. This publication rocks ! with valuable information.Great and especially informative browse.
Equally the writer has also done a lot of research on nutrition, exercise, individual physiology and
psychology.For example, in one section Philip talks about the function of cortisol in the body and how
everything interlinks with stress levels, different types of diet and additional health related facts. Solid Facts
Sound Philosopy The Stoic Body: A HISTORICAL Twist to Modern Wellness. Overall this book
emphasized the value of our period and how and just why the tiny things in life really do matter for our
continued peace and happiness. Great read! This book is awesome with valuable information I'll keep it
short also to the idea. It presents a distinctive perspective that is definitely very useful and applicable to your
everyday lifestyle. Excellent! A book worth reading ..... Well researched and written and great introduction
not just to good health but the stoic ..If you're thinking about being healthier, or learning how exactly to be
mentally and physically tougher, do yourself a favor and understand this book. Well researched and written
and great introduction not just to good health but the stoic principles which can be applied towards that
purpose. I was fortunate enough to get a duplicate of The Stoic Body early. In addition, it contains
interesting insight on the ancient stoics views on health and the body. I recommend it. I am impressed with
the authors knowledge on practical philosophy and Stoicism in particular. an excessive amount of
information on fasting. Like most of Mr Ghezelbash's function, Excellent! I would recommend you get hold
of a copy! This books covers an incredible amount of ground. An abundance of details, both about dieting
and about the historic stoics!
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